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Some parts of these presentation are taken from Chapter-1

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT
Technique, practice or science of managing or Technique, practice or science of managing or 
controlling; the skillful use of resources and time; the controlling; the skillful use of resources and time; the 
specific treatment of a disease or disorder.specific treatment of a disease or disorder.
Function that organizes the execution of todayFunction that organizes the execution of today’’s s 
business. business. 
The process of getting activities completed efficiently The process of getting activities completed efficiently 
and effectively with and through other people.and effectively with and through other people.

Traditionally, the term "management" refers to the set of Traditionally, the term "management" refers to the set of 
activities, and often the group of people, involved in four activities, and often the group of people, involved in four 
general functions, including planning, organizing, leading general functions, including planning, organizing, leading 
and coordinating activities. (Note that the four functions and coordinating activities. (Note that the four functions 
recur throughout the organization and are highly recur throughout the organization and are highly 
integrated.) integrated.) 

Some writers, teachers and practitioners assert that Some writers, teachers and practitioners assert that 
the previous view is rather outmoded and that the previous view is rather outmoded and that 
management needs to focus more on management needs to focus more on leadership skills, , 
e.g., establishing vision and goals, communicating the e.g., establishing vision and goals, communicating the 
vision and goals, and guiding others to accomplish vision and goals, and guiding others to accomplish 
them. They also assert that leadership must be more them. They also assert that leadership must be more 
facilitative, participative and empowering in how facilitative, participative and empowering in how 
visions and goals are established and carried out. visions and goals are established and carried out. 
Some people assert that this really isn't a change in Some people assert that this really isn't a change in 
the management functions, rather it's rethe management functions, rather it's re--emphasizing emphasizing 
certain aspects of management. certain aspects of management. 

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

Management functions:Management functions:

PlanningPlanning
Organizing Organizing 
StaffingStaffing
DirectingDirecting
CoordinatingCoordinating
ReportingReporting
BudgetingBudgeting

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT

The people who 
administer a 

company, create 
policies, and provide 

the support necessary 
to implement the 
owners' business 

objectives..
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Management roles:Management roles:

Interpersonal rolesInterpersonal roles Figurehead, Leader, LiaisonFigurehead, Leader, Liaison

Informational roles:Informational roles: Monitor, Disseminator, Monitor, Disseminator, 
SpokespersonSpokesperson

Decisional rolesDecisional roles Entrepreneur, Disturbance Entrepreneur, Disturbance 
handler, Resource handler, Resource allocatorallocator, Negotiator, Negotiator

MANAGEMENTMANAGEMENT What Is Management?What Is Management?

ManagementManagement
the process of coordinating work activities so the process of coordinating work activities so 
that they are completed efficiently and that they are completed efficiently and 
effectively with and through other peopleeffectively with and through other people
elements of definitionelements of definition

ProcessProcess -- represents ongoing functions or represents ongoing functions or 
primary activities engaged in by managersprimary activities engaged in by managers
CoordinatingCoordinating -- distinguishes a managerial distinguishes a managerial 
position from a nonposition from a non--managerial onemanagerial one

What is Management?What is Management? (cont.)(cont.)

Management (cont.)Management (cont.)
EfficiencyEfficiency -- getting the most output from the getting the most output from the 
least amount of inputsleast amount of inputs

““doing things rightdoing things right””
concerned with meansconcerned with means

EffectivenessEffectiveness -- completing activities so that completing activities so that 
organizational goals are attainedorganizational goals are attained

““doing the right thingsdoing the right things””
concerned with endsconcerned with ends

Efficiency and Effectiveness in Efficiency and Effectiveness in 
ManagementManagement

Management Strives For:
Low resource waste (high efficiency)

High goal attainment (high effectiveness)

Resource
Usage

Efficiency Efficiency (Means)

Goal
Attainment

Effectiveness (Ends)

Low WasteLow Waste High AttainmentHigh Attainment
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Who Are Managers?Who Are Managers?

ManagerManager
someone who works with and through other someone who works with and through other 
people by coordinating their work activities in people by coordinating their work activities in 
order to accomplish organizational goalsorder to accomplish organizational goals
changing nature of organizations and work changing nature of organizations and work 
has blurred the clear lines of distinction has blurred the clear lines of distinction 
between managers and nonbetween managers and non--managerial managerial 
employeesemployees

UNIVERSAL NEED FOR MANAGEMENTUNIVERSAL NEED FOR MANAGEMENT

11--1010

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
The major inventions of the Industrial Revolution The major inventions of the Industrial Revolution ––

American American -- British and European British and European ––

the Industrial Revolution defined was the widespreadthe Industrial Revolution defined was the widespread
replacement of manual labor by new inventions replacement of manual labor by new inventions 

or machinery.or machinery.
Industrial Revolution, widespread replacement of manual labor byIndustrial Revolution, widespread replacement of manual labor by
machines that began in Britain in the 18th century and is still machines that began in Britain in the 18th century and is still 
continuing in some parts of the world. The Industrial Revolutioncontinuing in some parts of the world. The Industrial Revolution
was the result of many fundamental, interrelated changes that was the result of many fundamental, interrelated changes that 
transformed agricultural economies into industrial ones. The mostransformed agricultural economies into industrial ones. The most t 
immediate changes were in the nature of production: what was immediate changes were in the nature of production: what was 
produced, as well as where and how. produced, as well as where and how. 

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

1712 1712 -- NewcomenNewcomen Steam Engine Steam Engine 
and the Industrial Revolutionand the Industrial Revolution

In 1712, Thomas In 1712, Thomas NewcomenNewcomen together with John together with John CalleyCalley built their built their 
first steam engine  on top of a water filled mine shaft and usedfirst steam engine  on top of a water filled mine shaft and used it it 
to pump water out of the mine. The to pump water out of the mine. The NewcomenNewcomen steam engine was steam engine was 
the predecessor to the Watt steam engine and it was one of the the predecessor to the Watt steam engine and it was one of the 
most interesting pieces of technology developed during the 1700'most interesting pieces of technology developed during the 1700's. s. 
The invention of engines, the first being steam engines, was verThe invention of engines, the first being steam engines, was very y 
important to the industrial revolution.important to the industrial revolution.
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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

1733 1733 –– Flying Shuttle, Automation Flying Shuttle, Automation 
of Textile Making & The Industrial of Textile Making & The Industrial 
Revolution Revolution 
In 1733, John Kay invented the flying shuttle, an improvemeIn 1733, John Kay invented the flying shuttle, an improvement to nt to 
looms that enabled weavers to weave faster. By using a flying looms that enabled weavers to weave faster. By using a flying 
shuttle, a single weaver could produce a wide piece of cloth. Thshuttle, a single weaver could produce a wide piece of cloth. The e 
original shuttle contained a bobbin on to which the weft (weavinoriginal shuttle contained a bobbin on to which the weft (weaving g 
term for the crossways yarn) yarn was wound. It was normally term for the crossways yarn) yarn was wound. It was normally 
pushed from one side of the warp (weaving term for the pushed from one side of the warp (weaving term for the thethe series series 
of yarns that extended lengthways in a loom) to the other side bof yarns that extended lengthways in a loom) to the other side by y 
hand. Before the flying shuttle wide looms needed two or more hand. Before the flying shuttle wide looms needed two or more 
weavers to throw the shuttle. weavers to throw the shuttle. 

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

1764 1764 -- Increased Yarn & Thread Production Increased Yarn & Thread Production 
During Industrial RevolutionDuring Industrial Revolution

In 1764, a British carpenter and weaver named James In 1764, a British carpenter and weaver named James 
HargreavesHargreaves invented an improved spinning jenny, a handinvented an improved spinning jenny, a hand--
powered multiple spinning machine that was the first powered multiple spinning machine that was the first 
machine to improve upon the spinning wheel by making it machine to improve upon the spinning wheel by making it 
possible to spin more than one ball of yarn or possible to spin more than one ball of yarn or thread.{pthread.{p] ] 
Spinner machines like the spinning wheel and the spinning Spinner machines like the spinning wheel and the spinning 
jenny made the threads and yarns used by weavers in their jenny made the threads and yarns used by weavers in their 
looms. As weaving looms became faster, inventors had to looms. As weaving looms became faster, inventors had to 
find ways for spinners to keep up.find ways for spinners to keep up.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

1769 1769 -- James Watt's Improved Steam James Watt's Improved Steam 
Engine Powers the Industrial Engine Powers the Industrial 
RevolutionRevolution

James Watt was sent a James Watt was sent a NewcomenNewcomen steam engine to repair steam engine to repair 
that led him to invented improvements for steam engines. that led him to invented improvements for steam engines. 
Steam engines were now true reciprocating engine and not Steam engines were now true reciprocating engine and not 
atmospheric engines. Watt added a crank and flywheel to his atmospheric engines. Watt added a crank and flywheel to his 
engine so that it could provide rotary motion. Watt's steam engine so that it could provide rotary motion. Watt's steam 
engine machine was four times more powerful than those engine machine was four times more powerful than those 
engines based on Thomas engines based on Thomas Newcomen'sNewcomen's steam engine designsteam engine design

1769 1769 -- Spinning Frame or Water FrameSpinning Frame or Water Frame

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

Richard Richard ArkwrightArkwright patented the spinning frame or water patented the spinning frame or water 
that could produce stronger threads for yarns. The first that could produce stronger threads for yarns. The first 
models were powered by waterwheels so the device came to models were powered by waterwheels so the device came to 
be first known as the water frame. It was the first powered, be first known as the water frame. It was the first powered, 
automatic, and continuous textile machine and enabled the automatic, and continuous textile machine and enabled the 
move away from small home manufacturing towards factory move away from small home manufacturing towards factory 
production of textiles. The water frame was also the first production of textiles. The water frame was also the first 
machine that could spin cotton threads.machine that could spin cotton threads.
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1779 1779 -- Spinning Mule Increased Spinning Mule Increased 
Variety in Threads & YarnsVariety in Threads & Yarns

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

In 1779, Samuel In 1779, Samuel CromptonCrompton invented the spinning mule that invented the spinning mule that 
combined the moving carriage of the spinning jenny with the combined the moving carriage of the spinning jenny with the 
rollers of the water frame. The spinning mule gave the rollers of the water frame. The spinning mule gave the 
spinner great control over the weaving process. Spinners spinner great control over the weaving process. Spinners 
could now make many different types of yarn. Finer cloths could now make many different types of yarn. Finer cloths 
could now be made.could now be made.

1785 1785 -- Power Loom's Effect on the Power Loom's Effect on the 
Women of the Industrial RevolutionWomen of the Industrial Revolution

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

The power loom was a steamThe power loom was a steam--powered, mechanicallypowered, mechanically--
operated version of a regular loom. A loom is a device that operated version of a regular loom. A loom is a device that 
combined threads to make cloth. When the power loom combined threads to make cloth. When the power loom 
became efficient, women replaced most men as weavers in became efficient, women replaced most men as weavers in 
the textile factoriesthe textile factories

The social changes brought about by the Industrial The social changes brought about by the Industrial 
Revolution were significant. Revolution were significant. 

As economic activities in many communities moved from As economic activities in many communities moved from 
agriculture to manufacturing, production shifted from its agriculture to manufacturing, production shifted from its 
traditional locations in the home and the small workshop to traditional locations in the home and the small workshop to 
factories.factories.

Large portions of the population relocated from the Large portions of the population relocated from the 
countryside to the towns and cities where manufacturing countryside to the towns and cities where manufacturing 
centers were found. centers were found. 

The overall amount of goods and services produced The overall amount of goods and services produced 
expanded dramatically, and the proportion of capital expanded dramatically, and the proportion of capital 
invested per worker grew.invested per worker grew.

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

IMPACT RESULTED  (POSITIVE)IMPACT RESULTED  (POSITIVE)

New groups of investors, businesspeople, and managers took New groups of investors, businesspeople, and managers took 
financial risks and reaped great rewards.financial risks and reaped great rewards.

In the long run the Industrial Revolution has brought In the long run the Industrial Revolution has brought 
economic improvement for most people in industrialized economic improvement for most people in industrialized 
societies. societies. 

Many enjoy greater prosperity and improved health, Many enjoy greater prosperity and improved health, 
especially those in the middle and the upper classes of especially those in the middle and the upper classes of 
society. society. 

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

IMPACT RESULTED  (POSITIVE)IMPACT RESULTED  (POSITIVE)
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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONINDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

There have been costs, however. There have been costs, however. 

In some cases, the lower classes of society have suffered In some cases, the lower classes of society have suffered 
economically. economically. 

Industrialization has brought factory pollutants and greater Industrialization has brought factory pollutants and greater 
land use, which have harmed the natural environment. land use, which have harmed the natural environment. 

In particular, the application of machinery and science to In particular, the application of machinery and science to 
agriculture has led to greater land use and, therefore, agriculture has led to greater land use and, therefore, 
extensive loss of habitat for animals and plants. extensive loss of habitat for animals and plants. 

In addition, drastic population growth following In addition, drastic population growth following 
industrialization has contributed to the decline of natural industrialization has contributed to the decline of natural 
habitats and resources. These factors, in turn, have caused habitats and resources. These factors, in turn, have caused 
many species to become extinct or endangered.many species to become extinct or endangered.

IMPACT RESULTED  (NEGATIVE)IMPACT RESULTED  (NEGATIVE)

Changes in IndustryChanges in Industry

ContinuousContinuous--Process ManufacturingProcess Manufacturing
An important American development was continuous-
process manufacturing. In continuous-process 
manufacturing, large quantities of the same product, such 
as cigarettes or canned food, are made in a nonstop 
operation. The process runs continuously, except for 
repairs to or maintenance of the machinery used. 
Continuous-Process Manufacturing
In the late 18th century, inventor Oliver Evans of Delaware created a remarkable water-
powered flour mill. In Evans’s mill, machinery elevated the grain to the top of the mill and 
then moved it mechanically through various processing steps, eventually producing flour at 
the bottom of the mill. The process greatly reduced the need for manual labor and cut 
milling costs dramatically. Mills modeled after Evans’s were built along the Delaware and 
Brandywine rivers and Chesapeake Bay, and by the time of the American Revolution 
(1775-1783) they were arguably the most productive in the world. Similar milling 
technology was also used to grind snuff and other tobacco products in the same region. 

by the mid-19th century American manufacturers shaped 
a set of techniques later known as the American system of 
production. 
This system involved using special-purpose machines to 
produce large quantities of similar, sometimes 
interchangeable, parts that would then be assembled into 
a finished product. 
The American system extended the idea of division of 
labor from workers to specialized machines. Instead of a 
worker making a small part of a finished product, a 
machine made the part, speeding the process and allowing 
manufacturers to produce goods more quickly. 
This method also enabled goods of much more uniform 
quality than those made by hand labor. 

Changes in IndustryChanges in Industry

The American SystemThe American System
As American manufacturing As American manufacturing 
technology spread to new industriestechnology spread to new industries

1.1. The first had come on a wave of new inventions in iron The first had come on a wave of new inventions in iron 
making, in textiles, in the centrally powered factory, making, in textiles, in the centrally powered factory, 
and in new ways of organizing business and work. and in new ways of organizing business and work. 

2.2. In the latter 19th century, a second wave of technical In the latter 19th century, a second wave of technical 
and organizational advances carried industrial society and organizational advances carried industrial society 
to new levels. While Great Britain had been the to new levels. While Great Britain had been the 
birthplace of the first revolution, the second occurred birthplace of the first revolution, the second occurred 
most powerfully in the United States.most powerfully in the United States.

Changes in IndustryChanges in Industry

The Second Industrial RevolutionThe Second Industrial Revolution
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It was in the automobile industry that continuousIt was in the automobile industry that continuous--process process 
methods and the American system combined to greatest methods and the American system combined to greatest 
effect. effect. 
In 1903 American industrialist Henry Ford founded the In 1903 American industrialist Henry Ford founded the 
Ford Motor Company. Ford Motor Company. 
His production innovation was the His production innovation was the moving assembly linemoving assembly line
which brought together many masswhich brought together many mass--produced parts to produced parts to 
create automobiles. create automobiles. 
FordFord’’s moving assembly line gave the world the fullest s moving assembly line gave the world the fullest 
expression yet of the Second Industrial Revolution, and expression yet of the Second Industrial Revolution, and 
his production triumphs in the second decade of the 20th his production triumphs in the second decade of the 20th 
century signaled the crest of the new industrial age.century signaled the crest of the new industrial age.

Changes in IndustryChanges in Industry

FORDIANISMFORDIANISM
Just as important as advances in manufacturing Just as important as advances in manufacturing 
technology was a wave of changes in how business was technology was a wave of changes in how business was 
structured and work was organized. structured and work was organized. 

Engineers studied and modified production, seeking the Engineers studied and modified production, seeking the 
most efficient ways to lay out a factory, move materials, most efficient ways to lay out a factory, move materials, 
route jobs, and control work through precise scheduling.route jobs, and control work through precise scheduling.
Industrial engineer Frederick Taylor and his followers Industrial engineer Frederick Taylor and his followers 
sought both efficiency and contented workers. They sought both efficiency and contented workers. They 
believed that they could achieve those results through believed that they could achieve those results through 
precise measurement and analysis of each aspect of a precise measurement and analysis of each aspect of a 
job.job.

Changes in IndustryChanges in Industry

Organization and WorkOrganization and Work--TaylorismTaylorism

INDUSTRIAL PROGRESSINDUSTRIAL PROGRESS
&&

ISSUESISSUES

Stages of Economic DevelopmentStages of Economic Development
FeaturesFeatures

PrePre-- Use of                      StandardUse of                      Standard
dominant    human  Unit of      dominant    human  Unit of      ofof living        living        

Society      Game      activity           labor       social lifSociety      Game      activity           labor       social life     measure      Structure    Technologye     measure      Structure    Technology

PrePre-- Against     Agriculture      Raw        Extended     Against     Agriculture      Raw        Extended     SubSub-- Routine           Simple handRoutine           Simple hand
Industrial   Nature      Mining            muscle    househoIndustrial   Nature      Mining            muscle    household     ld     sistencesistence Traditional       toolsTraditional       tools

power  power  Authoritative  Authoritative  

Industrial   Against      Goods            Machine   IndividIndustrial   Against      Goods            Machine   Individual      Quantity       Bureaucratic   Machines ual      Quantity       Bureaucratic   Machines 
fabricated   production     tending         fabricated   production     tending         of goods       Hierarchical of goods       Hierarchical 
naturenature

PostPost-- Among     Services         Artistic    Community     Among     Services         Artistic    Community     Quality of      InterQuality of      Inter-- InformationInformation
industrial     Persons                         Creative     industrial     Persons                         Creative     life in terms   dependentlife in terms   dependent

IntellIntellectual                  of health,       Globalectual                  of health,       Global
education,education,
recreation                          recreation                          
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Faster Growth and More Good JobsFaster Growth and More Good Jobs
Once an economy reaches the middle income level of development, Once an economy reaches the middle income level of development, service industries become a service industries become a 

more important source of job growth than manufacturingmore important source of job growth than manufacturing Trends in U.S. Employment by SectorTrends in U.S. Employment by Sector
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Percent Service Employment for Percent Service Employment for 
Selected Industrialized NationsSelected Industrialized Nations

Country                 1980           1987               1993Country                 1980           1987               1993 19991999

United States               67.1              71.0              United States               67.1              71.0              74.374.3 80.480.4
Canada                       67.2              70.8             Canada                       67.2              70.8             74.874.8 73.973.9
Japan                         54.5               58.8           Japan                         54.5               58.8           59.9               72.4 59.9               72.4 
France                        56.9               63.6           France                        56.9               63.6           66.4               70.866.4               70.8
Israel                          63.3               66.0         Israel                          63.3               66.0         68.0              70.768.0              70.7
Italy                           48.7               57.7         Italy                           48.7               57.7         60.2              61.160.2              61.1
ChinaChina 13.1               17.8                   213.1               17.8                   21.2              26.4 1.2              26.4 

Faster Growth and More Good JobsFaster Growth and More Good Jobs
Once an economy reaches the middle income level of development, Once an economy reaches the middle income level of development, service industries become a service industries become a 

more important source of job growth than manufacturingmore important source of job growth than manufacturing
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Source:  Survey of Current Business, April 1998, Table B.8, July 1988, Table 6.6B, and 
July 1992, Table 6.4C;  Eli Ginzberg and George J. Vojta, “The Service Sector of the U.S. 
Economy,” Scientific American, 244,3 (1981): 31-39. 
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Percent of U.S. Labor Force by Percent of U.S. Labor Force by 
IndustryIndustry
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Source:  Survey of Current Business, August 1996, Table 11, April 1998, Table B.3;  Eli 
Ginzberg and George J. Vojta, “The Service Sector of the U.S. Economy,” Scientific 
American, 244,3 (1981): 31-39. 
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Manufacturing
Mining & Agriculture

Percent of U.S. Gross Domestic Percent of U.S. Gross Domestic 
Product by IndustryProduct by Industry


